
 

Term Four is  

Busy, Busy, Busy! 
We have a very busy term in Room 1 as we approach the end We have a very busy term in Room 1 as we approach the end We have a very busy term in Room 1 as we approach the end We have a very busy term in Room 1 as we approach the end 

of the year.  We have already had Pet Day and Duffy Theatre, still to of the year.  We have already had Pet Day and Duffy Theatre, still to of the year.  We have already had Pet Day and Duffy Theatre, still to of the year.  We have already had Pet Day and Duffy Theatre, still to 

come are Market Day, Graduation, Waitaruke Festival, Honours come are Market Day, Graduation, Waitaruke Festival, Honours come are Market Day, Graduation, Waitaruke Festival, Honours come are Market Day, Graduation, Waitaruke Festival, Honours 

Board Trip, Boy’s Sleepover andBoard Trip, Boy’s Sleepover andBoard Trip, Boy’s Sleepover andBoard Trip, Boy’s Sleepover and    ouououour Pool Party.r Pool Party.r Pool Party.r Pool Party.    

    As well as all of these extra events we also have a busy term As well as all of these extra events we also have a busy term As well as all of these extra events we also have a busy term As well as all of these extra events we also have a busy term 

in class.  Our topic this term is around music and musical in class.  Our topic this term is around music and musical in class.  Our topic this term is around music and musical in class.  Our topic this term is around music and musical 

instruments.  The children are researching a handmade musical instruments.  The children are researching a handmade musical instruments.  The children are researching a handmade musical instruments.  The children are researching a handmade musical 

instrument for homework, and in class they are learning abinstrument for homework, and in class they are learning abinstrument for homework, and in class they are learning abinstrument for homework, and in class they are learning about how out how out how out how 

different groups of musical instruments create sound.  They will different groups of musical instruments create sound.  They will different groups of musical instruments create sound.  They will different groups of musical instruments create sound.  They will 

then be designing and creating a musical instrument of their own then be designing and creating a musical instrument of their own then be designing and creating a musical instrument of their own then be designing and creating a musical instrument of their own 

using the knowledge they have gained.  using the knowledge they have gained.  using the knowledge they have gained.  using the knowledge they have gained.      

    

Thank you in advance for supporting your child to source the Thank you in advance for supporting your child to source the Thank you in advance for supporting your child to source the Thank you in advance for supporting your child to source the 

materials they wilmaterials they wilmaterials they wilmaterials they will need for their designs. They are looking forward l need for their designs. They are looking forward l need for their designs. They are looking forward l need for their designs. They are looking forward 

to creating their own instrument.to creating their own instrument.to creating their own instrument.to creating their own instrument.    We would appreciate any parent We would appreciate any parent We would appreciate any parent We would appreciate any parent 

help with power tools when we start making our instruments in help with power tools when we start making our instruments in help with power tools when we start making our instruments in help with power tools when we start making our instruments in 

class.class.class.class.    

    

        
    

Room 1 have been 
exploring the instruments 

in the school, and had a 

go making straw flutes.  It 
is not as easy to play them 

as it looks! 


